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FIRE ATHLETE FITNESS PROGRAM
This program focuses on physically
training the body for firefighter
activities. The inter mittent, highintensity physical exertion that our
bodies demand while conducting
firefighting operations is mimicked
in this crew-oriented workout. The
Fire Athlete Fitness Program (FAFP) is
designed to not only strengthen the
muscles in our bodies but also work the
most important muscle in our body—
our heart. We know that the leading
cause of firefighter deaths is heartrelated, but there is a way to condition
our hearts to be able to withstand the
stress of our jobs.
This program uses heart rate along
with physical output to maximize
firefighting abilities.
Our Hearts
A study done by Harvard University,
published in the New England Journal
of Medicine, shows that when
firefighters are working at a fire scene,
their odds of suffering a heart attack
increase from 10 to 100 times the
normal risk. The chances of a heart
attack are also significantly increased
when firefighters respond to or return
from an alarm, according to the
researchers from the Harvard School
of Public Health, who studied 449
deaths. The authors hypothesize that

the risk of dying from heart disease
may increase during fire suppression
because of the effects of strenuous
exertion on firefighters who have
underlying coronary heart disease.
Also, many firefighters are overweight
and lack adequate physical fitness,
which may be contributing risk factors,
they concluded.
The San Diego State University Study
A study was done by San Diego State
University showing the amount of stress
a firefighter puts on his/her heart in
different activities.
• Light activity: 60–70% of maximum
heart rate (daily chores)
• Aerobic activity: 70–80% of maximum
heart rate (short jog on treadmill)
• Anaerobic training: 80–90%
of maximum heart rate (long
run, marathon type)
• Firefighting: 90% + of
maximum heart rate
This test was conducted using 65
firefighters, ranging in age from 28 to
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58. Each was monitored performing
the same task. They were to advance
a 1¾ inch preconnected line into a
home, perform a search, and then
rescue a victim. The average time
was 13 minutes; the average heart
rate was 186 bpm. Each firefighter was
performing close to or above his/her
maximum heart rate.
This study shows how quickly
firefighters push their bodies and hearts
to maximum abilities. A 13-minute
firefighting operation throws our bodies
into overdrive and pushes many of us
into a state of mild incapacitation.
Knowing this, how do we train ourselves
to operate under such physical stress?
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How do we perform the job expected
of us when pushing our maximum heart
rate? We can do this by physically
training in this state, using a series of
short, full-body exertion exercises that
elevate heart rates into the firefighting
operations range. Through the FAFP, we
can condition ourselves to perform our
duties with endurance and stamina,
allowing our bodies to safely rise near
maximum elevated heart rates.
Think of the Fire Athlete Fitness
Program as preventive maintenance
for the most important piece of
equipment on your apparatus—
yourself!

A 2005 study by the National Fire
Protection Association showed that more
than 70 percent of fire departments
lacked fitness and health programs.
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HOW THE FIRE ATHLETE
FITNESS PROGRAM WORKS
The first thing you need is the drive to
become a healthier, more physically
fit firefighter. An individual, through
his/her actions, can encourage other
firefighters to better themselves through
physical fitness. Encourage teamwork,
and instill a “never give up” attitude
within your crew. The second thing you
need is a truck bay, a couple of sticks
of out-of-service hose, and some duct
tape! That’s right—no dumbbells, no
crazy expensive five-station powerlifting equipment or kettle bells! This
program is designed for the everyday
firefighter and for the fire department
on a shoestring budget. The great
thing about it is that you will get more
out of this program than you would
with the most elaborate, expensive
weight-training center.
The program focuses on firefighter
movements and uses firefighting equipment. The whole workout is centered
on a standard bundle of 1¾ hose. If you
have any out-of-service 1¾ hose after
annual hose testing, you have the most
important piece of equipment in the
workout. To create the bundle, connect two sections of 1¾ hose; then use
an accordion-fold, six foot in length, to
bundle the hoses together. Tape them
tightly using duct tape. This is the foundation of the FAFP.
Now you need a place to work out.
The entire workout can be conducted

in the truck bay. Pull the truck out of the
bay, and you have your workout room.
Make sure you clean the floor before
working out, removing any water, foam,
oil, etc., that has collected on the floor.
You can also conduct the entire workout outside on a flat surface. It is that
simple and that cheap!
The Workout
Before starting any exercise, have
each person record his/her resting
heart rate. Use this information to show
improvement and recovery time.
The workout itself consists of three
exercises in rotation, which makes
up one circuit. The exercises are
performed consecutively with little rest
in between. Each exercise is timed.
After the third exercise, it is important
to record everyone’s heart rate. By doing this, we can push ourselves to our
maximum heart rate, conditioning our
body and heart to perform under stress.
If you are unsure what your
maximum heart rate is, an easy
way to find out is to subtract your
age from the number 220.
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FIRE ATHLETE CIRCUIT

1

Abdominal exercise

2

Upper body exercise

3

Endurance exercise

4

Record heart rate

One minute

One minute

One minute

One minute
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An example of a full Fire Athlete
Fitness workout:
The length of the workout and the
physical ability of your crew will determine
the number of circuits you complete.
I suggest four circuits and the last group
exercise, “Hell” (this was named by the
crew. I think you will see why).

1. Record resting heart rate
2. Dynamic Stretch
3. 5-Minute Bundle Drill (warm up)
4. Sit-Ups (1 minute) Abdominal
5. Curls (1 minute) Upper Body
6. Mountain Climbers (1 minute)
Endurance

7. H.R. (heart rate)
One-minute rest period, then start your
second circuit.

1. Roll-Ups (1 minute) Abdominal
2. Upright Rows (1 minute) Upper Body
3. Squat Jumps (1 minute) Endurance

1. Side Crunch (1 minute) Abdominal
2. Close Grip Push-Ups (1 minute) Upper
Body

3. Jumping Jack Bundles (1 minute)
Endurance

4. H.R.
One-minute rest period, then start “HELL.”

1. HELL

4. H.R.

2. H.R.

One-minute rest period, then start your
third circuit.

At the end of the workout, be sure to
stretch and hydrate.

1. V-Ups (1 minute) Abdominal

The example workout above is a basic
program. The inter mediate and
advanced workouts can be found
toward the end of the book.

2. Good Mornings (1 minute) Upper
Body

3. Ski Jumps (1 minute) Endurance
4. H.R.
One-minute rest period, then start your
fourth circuit.

